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1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
The problem to be considered arises in the one-dimensional mechanical 
theory of simple materials. We briefly indicate those features of this theory 
which bear on our work. 
Let R be the reals and Rf the positive reals. For g : R + R, define gt : 
R+ -+ R by gt(s) = g(t - s). gt is called the history of g up to time t. 
If a body (consisting of some material) is acted upon by a force field, the 
body undergoes a mechanical process. For a one-dimensional body, a 
mechanical process is a triple of real-valued functions (u, s,f), each of two 
real variables, satisfying 
the balance of momentum law. At time t, U(X, t), s(x, t), andf(x, t) represent 
the displacement of the point x of the body from its position in a reference 
configuration, the stress at x, and the body force at X, respectively. 
Materials are distinguished by constitutive assumptions which serve to 
limit admissible processes. In a mechanical theory these are “stress-strain” 
laws. 
A material is simple if there exists a set H of functions, each mapping R+ 
into R, and a functional u : R x H + R such that if (u, s,f) is a mechanical 
process. 
(a) GYX, -1 E H 
(b) 4x, 4 = +&, 9, u,Yx, -1). 
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We will assume that H is a weighted L, space. More precisely, let 
h eL1(R+) n C([O, co)) b e nonnegative and bounded. Then 
-+ R 1 g is measurable and 1 g 1: = jm h(t)g2(t) dt < ~0 . 
0 I 
With the usual identification of functions, His a Hilbert space. (We could have 
assumed, with only minor modifications of the ensuing analysis, that H is a 
weighted L, space, p > 1.) 
For a simple material, the balance of momentum law becomes 
%t(X, q = ; fJ(%(% t>, %!t(X, -)> +f(x, t). 
Formula (1 .l) for (x, t) E (0, r) x (0, co) together with 
(1.2) 
and 
4% t> = uo(x, t), (x, t) E [O, 4 x (-a, 01, 
lim u~(x, t) = ui(x), 
t-o+ XE[O,7q, 
(1.3) u(0, t) = u(7r, t) = 0, 
will be referred to as problem (PO). 
t > 0, 
Problems similar to (PO) have been considered in Refs. [5] and [6]. The 
independence of the stress on the history of the strain is assumed in Ref. [5] 
and the stress depending on the strain rate as well as the present strain is 
assumed in Ref. [6]. The latter kind of constitutive assumption begins to 
reflect the dependence of the stress on the history of the strain (see Ref. [7]). 
In problem (PO) we are assuming a true dependence on both the present 
strain and the history of the strain. 
Unfortunately, little progress has been made toward an analysis of (PO). 
In Ref. [l] and this paper we examine a related problem; one which is sug- 
gested by Ref. [6] and which we hope will lead to information concerning 
problem (PO). Instead of (1. l), we consider 
Problem (P,), h > 0, will consist of (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4). Denoting the 
solution of (PA) by uA, we conjecture that the U* converge in some sense to 
a solution of (PO). (This is another example of the so-called viscosity method.) 
Unfortunately, most of our estimates break down when h -+ 0. 
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In Section 2 we discuss the content of Ref. [l]. In Section 3 we introduce 
the notion of a linearly boundedfunctional. We prove our main result in Sec- 
tion 4: 
THEOREM 1.1. If the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, then, as 
t + co, the solution u of (PJ, h > 0, satisfes 
n-4 21 I(t), II u II(t), Iu, I(t), II 21, II(t), Iu,, I(t), II u,, II(t)) - 0, 
where 
I u I@> = z~;~T, I 4? a and II u l12(t) = [:u2(x, t) dx. 
We remark that we assume that us and u1 are identically zero. We make this 
choice only to simplify some of the calculations; the more general problem 
is also amenable to the techniques which we develop. 
2. BACKGROUND 
Let 
and 
lglm = Ebd%l oi o I gmP 
I g It.cK = ~x,tk~OQ:~~t.t+al I g(xp t)lY 
Ai = {g E C(R)1 gt E H for every t E I?+}, 
Ad = {g E Ai I there exists t,, E R such that g(t) = 0 when t < #s}. 
DEFINITION 2.1. CI : R x H + R is dissipative if there exists k > 0 such 
that for every g E A,,l and t E R 
(We call K the dissipative constant.) 
By the Frechet derivative of u at ({, f) E R x H we mean a continuous 
linear functional L,,([, f j *) : H + R satisfying 
4,f + g) = 4Lf 1 + Jxl,f I g) + 4 g la>* 
We will assume that the Frechet derivative of u is continuous when viewed 
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as a map from R x H x R into R. By the Riesz theorem there exists 
r(<,fi *) E H such that for every (c,f, g) E R x H x H, 
Lo(5, f I g) = f= 44 r(Lfi 4 gk) d7. 
0 
DEFINITION 2.2. u : R x H -+ R is stable if ~~(5, 0) b m. > 0 for 
every [ E R and 39 E (0,l) such that, for every ([,f) E R x H, 
(2.2) 9m, - J‘ O” I 47) W., f; 4 dr > 0. 0 
The concepts of dissipative and stable functional are discussed at length in 
Ref. [l]. The following theorem from Ref. [l] gives examples of such func- 
tionals which are nonlinear in the present term and linear in the past term. 
We will say that a function K E C([O, co)) is of positive type if 
s” I f(t) t K(t - T)~(T) dr dt > 0 for all to < tr and f~ C(R). to to 
The relationship between this definition and the classical one is discussed in 
Ref. [2]. 
THEOREM 2.1. If 8 E Cl(R) and 
1. a’([) > m, > 0 for eere~y 5 E R and a(O) = 0; 
2. G E Cl([O, co)), G’ < 0, m. > G(O), and G(co) > 0; 
3. G(t) = G(t) - G(a) is of positiwe type, 
cG,f) = WJ + j,” W)f (4 dT 
is stable and dissipative. 
(More general examples of stable and dissipative functionals are not 
presently known.) 
Let L,(& f 1 g) be the Frechet derivative of uE at (5, f) E R x H evaluated 
at g and&(&f, 7 1 g) the Frechet derivative of r at (5, f, 7) E R x H x R+ 
evaluated at g. 
We now list the assumptions made in Ref. [l]: 
(A.l) u is dissipative and stable; 
(A.2) ~(0~0) = 0; 
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(A-3) UC : R x H + R is continuous and 
O<m,= inf 
(c IkRXH 
q&f) G sup (c l)ERXH dm = MO < 00; 
(This assumption appears to restrict u to being the sum of an elastic and 
viscoelastic part.) 
(A.4) For every T > 0, 
(W sup I k(L f I g)l < Ni , i = 0, 1, 
lglH=l 
(CJkRXH 
and 
sup PIIf= I L&if9 7- Ig>l < % * 
kf&RXHxR 
f 
We assumed that the forcing term in (1.4) satisfies 
(A4 (4 f E C2(P, 4 x P, co)), 
lb) lflm < ~0, 
and 
(4 j, j,f’(x, t) dx dt < ~0, 
(4 f(O, t) = f(n, t) = 0, t > 0. 
By a solution of (PJ, h > 0, we mean a function u defined on [0, ~1 x (-cqco) 
satisfying 
(2.3) UE cw, 4 x (0, q, 
(2.4) %tz! Ecow4 r) x (0, Co)), 
(2.5) All of the indicated derivatives in (2.3) and (2.4) have continuous 
extensions to [0, n] x (0, co), and 
(2.6) (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4) hold. (Recall that we are making the simplifying 
assumption that u. = 0 and ur = 0.) 
The following results are contained in Ref. [l] : 
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THEOREM 2.2. If (A.l)-(A.6) hold and u is a solution of (PJ, h > 0, then 
$ (II u II(t), I24 I(t), II Ut II(t), IUt 1(t), II % II(t), I% 1(t), 
II %t IIW, II %z II(t), I %, I(9 < c, /If lm + (Jr J;fy/ 
where 
and 
pz (II 4 II(t) + I Ut I(9 = 0. 
THEOREM 2.3. If (A.l)-(A.6) hold, there exists a unique solution of (PJ, 
x > 0. 
3. LINEARLY BOUNDED FUNCTIONALS 
If there exists p E C( [0, co)) n L,(R+) such that 
(A.4)’ 
define 
(3.1) 
and 
(3.2) 
G(t) = 1; ~(4 do 
C?(S) = 1: e+G(t) dt. 
DEFINITION 3.1. u is linearly bounded if 
1. (A.4)’ holds; 
2. m, > G(0) where 0 < m, = inf(Z,f)ERXH aZ({, f ); 
3. G(s) exists and is continuous for Re s > 0, analytic for Re s > 0, 
and Re G(s) > 0 for Re s >, 0. 
Since (A.4)’ implies (A.4) and definition 3.1 implies that u is stable, we have 
THEOREM 3.1. If 0 is dissipative and linearly bounded and (A.2), (A.3), 
(AS), and (A.6) hold, then Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 hold. 
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The next theorem enables us to construct linearly bounded functionals. 
The proof of the theorem is suggested by the proof of Theorem 18 of Ref. [3]. 
THEOREM 3.2. If G is of positiwe type, then Re G(S) >, 0 when Re s > 0. 
Proof. Let s = x + iy = 1 s 1 eiDL, x > 0 and 1 011 < 97/Z. Let G(s) = 
I G(s)1 e@, --7~ < p < rr. Let f8(t) = Re est = ert cos yt. Clearly, if 
s2m fs(t) Jim G(t - 7) f$(T) dr dt exists, it is nonnegative. We will exploit 
this fact to show j/3 I < 42: 
Thus, 
and 
1” 
--m 
G(t - T) fs(T) dr = 1: G(T) Re eso+ dr 
= Re(e@(s)). 
fs(t) 1’ G(t - T) fs(T) dT = Re(est) Re(e@(s)) 
=“; e(s)1 ezrt cos yt cos( yt + /3) 
I @)I = 2 e2zt[cos(2yt + 8) + cos p] 
I w = 2 [cos #?ezEt + Re e2st+ai], 
G(t - T) f*(T) dT dt 
= ) G(s)1 e22t1 cos/l 
4lsl [ 
- cos a + cwyt, + B - 41. 
This expression being nonnegative for every t, E R implies that for every t, , 
(3.3) 2 + cos(2yt1 + /? - a) > 0. 
If y # 0 (3.3) implies cos /3 > cos a! > 0. Hence I/3 1 < p/2. If y = 0, 
then 01 = 0, (3.3) becomes 2 cos /3 2 0 and I@ 1 < 42. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If G is of positive type and & is continuous on Re s > 0, 
then Re G(s) > 0 where Re s > 0. 
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Proof. An examination of the final steps in the proof of Theorem 3.1 
shows that Re C?(x + iy) > 0 when x > 0 and y f 0. As a consequence, the 
corollary follows by continuity. 
We conclude by returning to the functional ~7 described in Theorem 2.1. 
For this function p = -G’ and j: P(T) & is the function C? of hypothesis 3. 
Since m, - G(0) > 0 and G was assumed to be of positive type, we have 
COROLLARY 3.2. If the functional u of Theorem 2.1 has the additional 
properties that G(s) is continuous on Re s 3 0 and analytic on Re s > 0, then a 
is also linearly bounded. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY 
To prove Theorem 1.1, we will need a sequence of lemmas based on a 
representation for u,, . In all that follows the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold. 
Using the Riesz theorem, we can write (1.4) in the following form: 
1 
= - 
h [ 
Utt - f - 1: h( t - T) I& , u,t; t - T) uzs(x, T) dT] . 
Multiplying both sides of (4.1) by 
and integrating from t, to t, , we see that 
X r,: h(t - 7) &(x, t), uxt(x, .); t - 4 G(X, 4 dr] dt 
where 
(4.3) 
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This implies that 
(4.4) 
where 
SE = s;l&;-l, m = 2, 3,..., 
and ~5’2, = &I , where &$ is a linear Volterra operator with kernel Etldefined by 
4,(x, t2 ,T) = 
TE[O,419 h(t - T) I& , uz ; t - T) dt, 
We first compare the Volterra operators et1 and S2 having kernels Ltl and w 
defined by 
I 
u&J, , u,‘) ds ) h(t - T) ( r(u, , ~4,~; t-T)] dt, 
L&, h, 7) = 
TE [o, tl], 
ijreXP(-k j:‘“L(&J~8)ds)h(t-T)~r(U~,uxt;t-T)~dt, 
TE [tl, tzl, 
and 
1 t2 
W(% t, , 7) = h s ( e*p 7 
- 1 (tz - t,) h(t - 7) 1 r(U, , U2; t - T)I dt, 
‘-E[O,&]. 
LEMMA 4.1. For every T E [0, t,], t, E [O, t& and positive integer n 
whereul = w,L1 61 =L $1 ’ and C@ andLt are kernels of QR” and 8; , respectively, 
n = 2, 3,... . 
Proof. Since (A.3) holds, 
s t2 uc(u, , uns) d  >mo(t2 - t). t
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As a consequence, for 7 E [tI , tz], 
4% t, , 7) - qx, t, , T> 
1 
=-I 
h 
x T h(t - T) 1 T(u, , u,t; t - T)/ - T (t2 - t)) 
1 
( f 
t2 
- exp - - 
x t ‘T&L, , uas) ds )I dt > 0, 
and, for 7 E [0, tJ, 
J(x, t, , 7) - qx, t, , T) 
- T (t2 - t,) h(t - T) 1 r(u, , uzt; t - T)/ dt 
+ ; f: h(t - T) 1 r(u, u,t; t- T)I \eXp (- F (t2 - t)) 
1 ( f 
t2 
- exp - - 
A t a& , uz8) ds )I dt > 0. 
Assume that the lemma is valied for 1,2 ,..., n - 1. For 7 E [0, tz], 
On@, tz , T) - L@, t, , 7) 
= It” co+, t, , t) a?++~, t, T) dt - /t2L;l(s, t, , t)Ltn;‘(x, t, T) dt 
7 I 
t2 
= 
I 
CO+, t, , t)[d+l(X, t, T) --;l-l(X, t, T)] dt 
7 
+ (b-‘(“, t, +“(X, t, , t> - $(x, t, > t)] dt, 
which is readily seen to be nonnegative. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If g > 0, then L’[g < Pg. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1. 
Let K be a Volterra operator with kernel K defined by 
h(t, , T) = - i ,:’ exp (- T (t2 - t)) G’(t - T) dt, 0 <T G t,, 
where G is defined by (3.1). 
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LEMMA 4.2. If g > 0, then &<g < K”g. 
Proof. By the previous corollary, it suffices to compare sZn and K*. To do 
this, it suffices to compare w* and K”. Since for every (t, 5, f) E R x R x H, 
(A.4)’ implies 
I h(t)I’(Lf; t)l < p(t) = - $ ,; P(T) do = --G’(t), 
an induction argument similar to that of Lemma 4.1 yields P > un and the 
result follows. 
LEMMA 4.3. If Hisdefinedby(4.3), thenfov0 < t, < t,, 
I H(x, t, 9 ta>I G g(x, t, , ta), 
where 
(4.5) I 4~~ td] exp (- t (5 - td) 
+ ; I 4% &)I + 5 I ut lt1.t2-+  i. If It&-t1 * 
Proof. This estimate follows directly from (4.3). 
Next we exploit the special form of the kernel K to show that we can 
estimate u,, in terms of the solution of a Volterra equation of convolution type. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let K(t) = k(t, 0). Then for 0 < tl f t, , we haoe 
I %a(% a d d% t1 > h> 
where CJI is the solution of 
(4.6) s 
ta 
VP(% t, 9 tz) - Ws - t) dx, t, > t) dt = g(x, t, , h>. 
0 
Proof. By (4.4) and Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, 
/4x, t,)l = / 2 VT1 Ht.9 t, , *)I@> 5) j 
VI=0 
9 f kf; I H(*, t, , *)ll(x, tz) 
72=0 
G 2 Pg(., t, , *)1(x, ts). 
n-o 
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Call the right side of this inequality ~(x, t, , ts). Then 
v(x, t1 , tz) - qp(., t1 , ‘>)(X, ta) = &, t1 , ta>. 
Observe that we have, by the definition of k, the equation 
h(t, , t, - T) = t jr-, exp (- T(t2 - t)) p(t - t, + T) dt 
2 
= K(T, 0) = h(T). 
Hence we have 
and the result follows. 
Let A(T) = cfl kn(7) where k1 = k and, for n = 2, 3 ,..., 
kn(t) = 1” h’(t - T) h”-l(T) dT. 
0 
Formula (4.6) implies the reciprocal relation 
(4.7) g(% t, , h) + St’ @z - T)&, tl , 7) dT = &, t, , &). 
0 
This will be used in proving 
LEMMA 4.5. If ); EL,@+), then 
Proof. Let 
which is finite because of Theorem 2.2 and (A.6.b). Notice that (A.6) 
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implies that 1 f I(t) approaches 0 as t approches co. This comment will be 
used to estimate the last term on the right side of (4.5). 
Let E > 0 be given. Since 6 is positive and in L,(R+), there exists s, > 0 
such that, for every t > sr , 
s m t L(T) dT < &. 
Notice that 1 u,,(x, tr)l + l/h 1 z+(x, tJ is bounded by Theorem 2.2, and 
exd-(~o14(t2 - td) can be made arbitrarily small by taking t, sufficiently 
larger than t, . This comment, Theorem 2.2, and the comment made earlier 
concerning j f I(t) imply that there exists ss > sa 3 sr such that, for every 
t 2 sg. 
For every (x, t2) E [0, ~1 x (2~s , co), Lemma 4.4 and (4.7) imply 
I Kz&, &?)I G dx, s2 , t2) 
s t2 = g(x, s2 , t2) + @z - 7) g(x, ~2 , 4 dT 0 
s 
” E(T) &‘(X, S2 , t, - T) dT + f” k(T) g(X, S2 , t, - T) dT. 
0 61 
Since t, - 7 > sa for 7 E [0, Sr], 
3 s,” l(T) dT 
cj;&)dT) +Mj-;i;(r)dT 
<;+;+M&=c. 
We can characterize those kernels & which are in &(I?+) by employing the 
following theorem from Ref. [4] : 
THEOREM 4.1. If k is the kernel of a Volterra operator and R(t) = cfl kn(t), 
then & E&(R+) if and only if h(s) - 1 f 0 for Re s > 0, where h(s) = 
sr eestk(t) dt. 
We will use this theorem to prove Theorem 1.1. We will first show that 
lim,,, I u,. I(t) = 0. This follows, by Lemma 4.5, if we can show that 
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k E &(I?+). By Th eorem 4.1 it suffices to show that A(s) - 1 # 0 for Re s > 0 
where 
R(s) = - k ,(r e-8t (s: exp (- T (t - 7)) G’(7) &) dr 
and G and G are given by formulas (3.1) and (3.2). Clearly, J(s) - 1 = 0 
if and only if 
P(s) = d(s) + As + (m, - G(0)) = 0. 
Let s = x + iy and G(s) = A@, y) + i&x, y). The statement that a is 
linearly bounded asserts that m, - G(0) > 0 and A@, y) > 0 when x > 0. 
Since m, - G(0) > 0, P(0) # 0. Suppose that P(zj) = 0, y f 0. Then 
Im P(iy) = y(h + JO, y)) = 0. But this cannot happen since X > 0 and 
A 3 0. Assume that P(x + iy) = 0, x > 0. Then 
(4.8) mo - G(O) + Ax + %A@, y) - y+, y) = 0 
and 
(4.9) 
Since 
Ay + yA(x, y) + xB(x, y) = 0. 
P(s) = p(s), 
we may also assume that y > 0. Since m. - G(0) + hx + xA(x, y) > 0, 
(4.8) implies that y&.x, y) > 0. Hence, y > 0 and 23(x, y) > 0. But (4.9) 
now yields 
0 = AY + rA(x, y) + xB(x, Y) > 0, 
a contradiction. Thus, we have shown that R(s) - 1 # 0 for Re s > 0 and 
Theorem 4.1 implies that lim,, ) u,, J(t) = 0. Since u(0, t) = zl(r, t) = 0, 
it readily follows that 
II 11 II(t) d 7F2 1 u I(t) < -n II % II(t) d 7F2 I % I(t) 
< ?T2 II%I$ II(t) d 7+* I %x I(t)* 
Theorem 1.1 now follows. 
w5/912-3 
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